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You don’t have to be too involved in the church to know that there are some 
congregations which represent a constant problem. Within the Uniting Church a 
sociological study was even done of a case, un-named but well known in circles, where 
the congregation had burned off every minister sent to them over a period of 40 years. At 
the time of my ordination the synod in its wisdom sent one of the brightest students they 
had ever had to that town. He lasted 6 months before being lost to the ministry!  
 
For Paul the church that created those problems was that at Corinth. The two letters we 
have which he wrote to them are probably the combination of four. Those letters contain 
some of his sternest language and admonitions. The problem as Paul saw it as regards the 
Corinthian church was that they believed they were already caught up in a resurrected 
glorious state. No longer did they need to have any concern for worldly things. Instead 
they individually by acquisition of secret knowledge or gnosis had left all of those 
concerns behind. The soul freed from the body which had entrapped it in materialism 
sought escape to be with God. Their theology, shaped by Gnostic tendencies regarded the 
world in essence, because of its materiality, as being evil. Their concern was for spiritual 
experience and knowledge with no regard for those things of the world, regarded by them 
as intrinsically evil. A cursory knowledge of Christian doctrine alerts us to problems 
associated with such thinking, still prevalent in popular forms of Christianity. Its anti-
materialism negates the goodness of creation as created by God, who even enters into it 
in material form in Jesus Christ. It also negates that which lies at the heart of the 
Christian ethic, the call to love in very down to earth real ways. Christian faith is always 
worldly! 
 
It is this outlook that frames our reading from the 1st letter to the Corinthians. Of course 
we don’t have the correspondence they wrote to Paul which elicited his response but we 
can read between the lines of his response to make out their letter. The issue with which 
they are concerned is that of meat offered to idols. They charge that it is alright for them 
to eat this meat and they do so by claiming they have knowledge, the gnosis of which I 
have spoken. Further they point out idols have no real existence. Paul responds to them 
quoting their own words but arguing a position contrary to them. By natural inclination 
he would have agreed with their libertine position for Paul himself was the great apostle 
of liberty, arguing that in Christ we have a profound freedom that breaks down all sorts 
of barriers and prohibitions. Here however, he acknowledges something even dearer to 
him than the liberty he so deeply held. That which he holds even deeper is that call to 
community and that love which holds community together.  
 
In essence it is indeed the right of those with such knowledge he argues to eat this meat. 
He has no theological or philosophical objection to such practice. His only objection to 
the practice is that it will raise difficulties in the faith of those who lack their own more 
mature understanding. It places at risk the faith of the weaker brothers and sisters. The 
liberty therefore of those who wish to eat Paul argues must be tempered by that higher 



concern for the other, especially the weaker one. There is no liberty that has no regard for 
the communal.  
 
This is Paul’s argument constantly to the Corinthians. It is most clearly seen in that 
passage with which we are no doubt all somewhat familiar, the great love chapter, 1 
Corinthians 13. To those who have been boasting of their many ‘spiritual gifts’ (1 
Corinthians 12) given because of their profound gnosis, Paul coherently argues that all 
these gifts are as nothing if one does not possess love. 
 
Paul argues in our reading against this type of knowledge or gnosis for it only ‘puffs up,’ 
whereas in contrast love ‘builds up’ not only the individual but also the community (verse 
1). This knowledge is over- rated argues Paul. The truly important thing is not to ‘know 
God’ but to ‘love God.’ In such one is then ‘known by God.’ (verses 2-3) The central 
place of knowledge or gnosis in Paul’s scheme of things is replaced by love. Knowledge 
is always subservient to love. Thus Paul’s belief that they ought not in the liberty of their 
knowledge eat meat offered to idols, for by so doing they are showing no regard to their 
brothers and sisters in faith. Love is paramount. There is no metaphysical power at work 
in eating this meat, a power which of itself would separate us from God. He even argues 
so saying that ‘we are no worse off if we do not eat, and no worse off if we do’ (verse 8). 
The only power present in such eating is that it may splinter the community. Love must 
guide all actions even those we are at liberty to take. 
 
We are thus called primarily to be a faith community not marked by profound spiritual 
experience, depth of knowledge or even a deep piety. Rather we are called to be a 
community of love. Our call is a very down to earth one, a call to love in the midst of our 
world. When so much religion, whether called Christian or otherwise, wishes to take us 
in such spiritual and other worldly directions, we need always remember we follow the 
one whose very real option to love carried him in a very concrete down to earth way to a 
cross, the supreme sign of love. The cross is the symbol of the Christian faith and it is the 
symbol of love. There is no other religious symbol like it! 
 
Our gospel is keen to present Jesus as one who from the very beginning bears that love to 
the world. Of all our gospels it is only Mark, the earliest, who has Jesus move straight 
into his ministry. Both Matthew and Luke have that ministry begin with teaching and the 
calling of disciples. John begins with Jesus likewise calling disciples before moving to 
Jesus’ performance of a sign, the changing of water into wine John’s theology 
understanding this pointing beyond itself as a miracle of compassion to something 
deeper, a religious sign. Only Mark begins with Jesus immersed immediately in his 
ministry; acts of healing and compassion. From this compassionate act of healing ‘the 
man with an unclean spirit,’ he goes on then to heal Simon’s mother-in-law (1:29-31) 
before healing a large number of the ill brought to him (1:32-35). 
 
Jesus is bringing healing to a broken community, a community marked by all sorts of 
pains and anguish. Everything that is marked by brokenness stands opposed to the reign 
of God, that reign of wholeness and harmony which Jesus comes to announce. We like 
him are to those who work for healed communities, communities marked by wholeness 
and love. Let us be that healing community building communities of healing wholeness. 
                                               John Queripel 


